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Microfluidic technologies for the synthesis and
manipulation of biomimetic membranous
nano-assemblies
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Microfluidics has been proposed as an attractive alternative to conventional bulk methods used in the
generation of self-assembled biomimetic structures, particularly where there is a desire for more
scalable production. The approach also allows for greater control over the self-assembly process, and
parameters such as particle architecture, size, and composition can be finely tuned. Microfluidic
techniques used in the generation of microscale assemblies (giant vesicles and higher-order
multi-compartment assemblies) are fairly well established. These tend to rely on microdroplet
templation, and the resulting structures have found use as comparmentalised motifs in artificial cells.
Challenges in generating sub-micron droplets have meant that reconfiguring this approach to form
nano-scale structures is not straightforward. This is beginning to change however, and recent
technological advances have instigated the manufacture and manipulation of an increasingly diverse
repertoire of biomimetic nano-assemblies, including liposomes, polymersomes, hybrid particles,
multi-lamellar structures, cubosomes, hexosomes, nanodiscs, and virus-like particles. The following review
will discuss these higher-order self-assembled nanostructures, including their biochemical and industrial
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applications, and techniques used in their production and analysis. We suggest ways in which existing
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structures and discuss potential challenges and future research directions. By compiling recent advances

technologies could be repurposed for the enhanced design, manufacture, and exploitation of these
in this area, it is hoped we will inspire future eﬀorts toward establishing scalable microfluidic platforms for
the generation of biomimetic nanoparticles of enhanced architectural and functional complexity.
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Bio-inspired membranous structures have a wide range of
potential applications, most notably as simplified chassis for
the study of cellular features and as functional soft-matter
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particles that can act as carriers for therapeutic molecules. They
are also of interest to those working in the field of bottom-up
synthetic biology, concerned with the design, synthesis, and
manipulation of cell-like objects sometimes termed artificial
cells. Membranous structures of varied size and phase behaviour (referring to the intrinsic order and morphology of said
structures) have been produced, mimicking the basic architecture of living cells.1–3 Drawing inspiration from biological
sources, many cell-like behaviours have been successfully modelled, including motility and intercellular communication.4–6
These biomimetic, synthetically derived structures have also
been used to better understand cell fusion events and small
molecule/membrane interactions.7,8 Their modular design and
capacity to incorporate functional biomolecular componentry
has allowed researchers to expand their use to specialised drug
delivery,9,10 biosensing,11 controlled content release,12 protein
synthesis,13,14 energy production,15 and most recently as carriers of immunotherapeutic mRNA strands with potential to aid
the global effort against COVID-19.16,17 Controllable generation
of these structures is key to their success, something that has
been addressed via the integration of microfluidic methods.
However, in contrast to microscale membrane assemblies,18
existing examples of nano-scale cell-like objects generated by
microfluidics tend to show limited compositional and architectural diversity, which has restricted their technological
potential. We know from biology that architectural complexity
gives rise to functional and behavioural complexity. Indeed,
this is one of the key drivers behind bottom-up synthetic
biology. Widening the applicability of membranous particles
is therefore reliant on the generation of structures more
elaborate than simple uni-compartment bilayer capsules. In
this review we highlight some of the effort that has been made
toward establishing microfluidic methods capable of accessing
and leveraging higher-order nano-scale biomimetic particles.
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Fig. 1 Graphical illustration of the various biomimetic nano-assemblies
covered in this review, generated and/or manipulated using microfluidic
methods. Some images adapted from Y. Huang and S. Gui, RSC Adv., 2018,
8, 6978 – Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.79

To encourage future work, we also suggest ways in which other
platforms may be adapted to better include these structures.
The nano-assemblies we cover (summarised in Fig. 1) were
chosen on the basis of their (i) biological relevance and (ii)
deviation from the current structural and compositional norms
of bottom-up synthetic biology.
Self-assembly
Before discussing the main characteristics and generation
methods associated with higher-order biomimetic nanostructures, it is important to first outline the underlying principles
behind their self-assembly. Here, the process can be considered a
generalised grouping together of smaller components (molecules
or protein subunits) forming larger structures with varying
degrees of order. For the purposes of this paper, these components are naturally derived or at least bio-mimetic in some way,
distinguishing their nano-assemblies from inorganic nanoparticles that have been covered extensively elsewhere (gold
particles, silica colloids etc.).19 Nanostructures composed of
amphiphilic small molecules (molecules with both hydrophilic
and hydrophobic portions – either lipids or block copolymers) are
predominantly stabilised by hydrophobic interactions in a polar
environment. Amphiphiles are thought of in terms of their
molecular shape, and grouped according to their geometric
packing parameter P (see Fig. 2A):
v
P¼
(1)
a0 lc
where v, a0 and lc are the molecular volume, the cross-sectional
area of the polar head-group, and the length of the hydrophobic
chain respectively.20–22 P is dependent on the intrinsic molecular
properties of a given amphiphile and is most often used for lipid
systems. Its use can also be extended to polymeric building
blocks, though their geometries are less fixed, owing to comparatively higher internal degrees of molecular freedom.23 Modelling
the shape of amphiphiles in this way helps to visualise the
interfacial curvatures of their aggregates, described by the mean
curvature (H) and Gaussian curvature (K) below, where c1 and c2
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formation is actively mediated by the cell-machinery of genetically engineered organisms, the thermodynamic principles of
which will not be covered in this paper.24,25 The result are
biomimetic particles composed of ordered arrays of repeating
subunits that can be analysed in a similar fashion to amphiphilic assemblies (dynamic light scattering, X-ray diﬀraction
techniques etc.).26
Microfluidics: advantages & current limiting factors
Fig. 2 (A) Schematic showing lipid dimensions used in calculating the
packing parameter (P). (B) Graphical representations of self-assembled
structures, shown here as an infinitesimally thin sheet with radii of
curvature R1 and R2 (left), and lipid monolayers with positive and negative
mean curvatures (middle to right).

are reciprocals of the radii of curvature (R1 and R2; Fig. 2B) of an
interface.
K = c1c2
H¼

c1 þ c2
2

(2)
(3)

There is an energetic cost associated with packing hydrophobic portions of amphiphiles into self-assembled aggregates
(gp), a process that is entropically driven by the expulsion of free
water molecules. The surfaces generated also feature stored
elastic free energy gc given by the Helfrich equation below:20–22
gc = 2k(H  H0)2 + kGK

(4)

where k and kG represent the mean and Gaussian curvature moduli
respectively, measures of the energetic burden associated with
changing the mean and Gaussian curvatures of a given bilayer.
The sum of gc, gp and a generalised term for the energy of molecular
interactions (found to be mostly negligible in lipidic systems)
contributes to the total free energy of the assembly (gt).20–22
gt = gc + gp + ginter

(5)

A consideration of gt provides a thermodynamic rationale for
how environmental conditions such as temperature, pressure
and solvent type aﬀect the phase behaviour of amphiphilic
assemblies. As conditions change, so too do the preferred
geometries of amphiphiles, and the resultant curvatures and
phase behaviours of their aggregates. These phases are
generally grouped according to their relative values of H and
K, each with distinct topologies and varying degrees of liquid
crystalline periodicity. Polymer assemblies are governed by the
same thermodynamic principles, though their morphologies
can diﬀer significantly when compared to lipid systems.20–22
Both the physical properties and potential applications of a
bio-inspired nano-assembly will vary from phase to phase,
highlighting the need to maintain considerable control over
the experimental parameters governing phase behaviour.
Where protein subunits are concerned (as is the case for
virus-like particles) other forces such as H-bonding and covalent
bonds control their self-assembly into nanostructures. Their
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Microfluidics has revolutionised experimental design across
many scientific disciplines. Through the manipulation of
small volumes of liquids at low Reynolds numbers, entire
laboratories have been miniaturised to fit on millimetre-sized
chips, paving the way toward higher throughput and less
wasteful scientific research.27–29 For bottom-up synthetic biology in particular, the use of microfluidics has shown great
promise, whether in finely tuning the self-assembly of biologically inspired objects or in the subsequent application of
those objects as ‘‘smart materials’’.30–32 Microfluidic platforms
have enabled researchers to achieve enhanced control over
experimental parameters such as monomer composition,
kinetics of self-assembly and particle morphology.32 However,
microfluidics has tremendous untapped potential for the
design, synthesis and manipulation of more complex bioinspired materials, as most existing work has dealt with
structures on the micrometre size range,33–35 rendering them
unsuitable for a variety of industrial and medical applications.31,36
Existing ‘‘bulk’’ formation methods have worked well where nanosystems remain relatively simple. Most often used is the rehydration of a dried amphiphile film in a suitable polar medium,
followed by agitation to promote self-assembly. The structures
formed are extruded through filters of defined pore-size to achieve
relatively monodisperse nano-sized particles.37 High-powered
probe sonication and high-shear mixing achieve a similar result
to extrusion, though both are often deemed unsuitable for use
with sensitive biological material.38 In accessing more complex,
higher-order structures, precise control over the self-assembly
process is required, beyond the capability of these bulk methods.
Though it is possible to produce particles of a narrow size
distribution en masse, this can only be achieved either through
secondary preparatory steps or by high energy input. As such,
microfluidics has presented a superior alternative, bestowing:
 high generation and experimental throughput.
 excellent size control.
 low energy costs, more eﬃcient use of reagents.
 and, most importantly for higher-order supramolecular structure formation, an enhanced control over reaction conditions, such
as temperature and solute concentration.
Droplet microfluidics has been used extensively in microscale bottom-up synthetic biology, providing spherical templates around which the biomimetic structures are encouraged
to assemble.18,39 This approach has been used to generate giant
unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) and GUVs with multiple organellelike sub-compartments called vesosomes.3,30–32,40 Though
useful as bio-inspired synthetic vessels, in which enzymatic
reactions and other biochemical pathways can be reproducibly
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mimicked, droplet-templated approaches have two key
drawbacks:
(i) Size constraints: droplets often have diameters above 10
mm. The generation of droplets in the sub-micron regime can
be diﬃcult to achieve, requiring very high, impractical flow
rates (in the case of cross-flow junction droplet generators) or
nano-scale microfluidic chip features that are beyond the scope
of existing lithographic fabrication techniques.41,42
(ii) Phases of lipidic/polymeric assemblies: biomimetic
structures produced by droplet microfluidics are confined to
lamellar phases only.18,31–33,39
As a result, researchers have focused on continuous flow
microfluidic methods to generate nano-assemblies (o150 nm),
most notably microfluidic hydrodynamic focusing (MHF; see
Fig. 3 for overview). Self-assembly in this case is mediated by
diﬀusion-dominated mass transport.31 The technique has been
used to generate nano-sized unilamellar lipid vesicles, though
its potential for producing multi-compartment/architecturally
and functionally diverse nano-assemblies has yet to be investigated in full. It presents an attractive alternative to existing bulk
methods for nano-assembly preparation, particularly within an
industrial setting, capable of generating structures of very low
polydispersity indices (PDIs) at a high production rate. There
are examples of it being used to produce polymersomes and to
generate non-lamellar liposomal nanoparticles, as will be highlighted in later sections.23,43,44 An appropriate concentration of
amphiphile dissolved in a water–miscible solvent is injected
into a central microfluidic channel and the stream compressed
into a continuous flow regime by two adjacent channels containing aqueous buffer. A diffusion gradient is established
between the two solvents, along which amphiphiles reach their
respective solubility thresholds and begin to nucleate and selfassemble. The process is governed by diffusion-dominated

Fig. 3 Graphical illustration of a typical MHF chip, flow focusing regime
and diﬀusion-driven amphiphile self-assembly. As the central stream
(yellow) containing amphiphiles dissolved in a water–miscible solvent
(e.g. ethanol) diffuses into the buffer (blue), and vice versa, a solubility
threshold is reached. This results in the formation of self-assembled
nucleation points, eventually closing to form unilamellar vesicles. The size
of nucleation sites (and vesicles) is determined by the diffusion length,
controlled by adjusting the flow rate ratio between the buffer and ethanolic streams.
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mass transport, and the average mixing time of the streams
described by eqn (6).
tmix /

x2
D

(6)

where x and D are the diffusion length and diffusion coefficient
of a given amphiphile respectively.44,45 By adjusting the flow rate
ratio (FRR) between the aqueous and non-aqueous streams it is
possible to tune the cross-sectional area of the central stream,
and consequently control the diffusion length along which
amphiphiles self-assemble into nanostructures. Particles produced in this way have low dispersity indices, the central stream
shielded from adopting the parabolic fluid velocity profile
characteristic of a no-slip boundary condition.44 A decreasing
FRR value is roughly proportional to an increase in nanoparticle
size. Several factors affect experimental reproducibility, and care
is taken to avoid the distortion of the focused stream at higher
flow rates and Re numbers. This is generally achieved by
manipulating the design of the focusing junction and by introducing an appropriate surface treatment, reducing the ‘‘cusping’’ of focused streams i.e. maintaining a relatively uniform
diffusion length throughout the post-junction channel.44 The
length of microfluidic channel is often optimised to allow for
complete diffusion of amphiphiles, minimising the uncontrolled
formation of amphiphilic aggregates off-chip.44–46 It is a robust
and versatile technique, and the process can be easily modified
by introducing secondary flow regimes and additional microfluidic features, making it a particularly attractive starting point
toward the development of more architecturally complex artificial cell chassis and soft-matter particles.43,46
The method can be readily adapted to fit industrial requirements of scale and throughput. An impressive article by Carugo
et al. demonstrated liposome production at concentrations
suitable for most drug delivery applications (typically ranging
between 5 and 15 mg ml1) with total flow rates of up to
18 ml min1, using chips with channel dimensions on the
millimetre scale.31 Further eﬀorts to scale-up MHF have led to
the development of a technique termed ‘‘vertical flow focusing’’
(VFF), able to produce nano-sized liposomes two orders of
magnitude faster than traditional MHF.47 The chip design
extends channel dimensions along the z-axis only: channels
are deep (5 mm) and narrow (50 mm). This minor change was
observed to significantly increase the throughput of generated
liposomes and further minimise the unwanted eﬀects of a noslip boundary condition on the process of self-assembly.47
Both examples successfully optimise the microfluidic method
without jeopardising its main asset: the continuous and controllable generation of nano-assemblies. Future devices that
incorporate parallelized MHF junctions are also expected to
enhance throughput, taking inspiration from the mass production of emulsions via droplet microfluidics.48,49 This has been
touched on by Carugo et al., who suggest the use of ‘‘oﬀ-theshelf’’ components for parallel liposome generation, such as a
four-way tubing splitter.31
MHF features heavily in the following sections, in many
cases providing a likely route toward controllably generating
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atypical/higher-order biomimetic nanoassemblies. In addition,
we believe it holds great promise for those assemblies where
currently no microfluidic generation method yet exists.

Biomimetic nano-assemblies
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Cubosomes
Bicontinuous cubosomes are a class of lyotropic liquidcrystalline nanostructure strongly implicated as part of ‘‘the next
generation’’ of soft-matter particles.50,51 They consist of amphiphilic bilayers draped over minimal surfaces with zero mean
curvature (H) and Gaussian curvature (K) o 0, featuring two
interwoven but separate aqueous networks. They are usually
subdivided into three forms depending on hydration levels, each
with distinct crystallographic space groups: Primitive, Schwartz
diamond or, less commonly, Gyroid (Im3m, Pn3m, and Ia3d
respectively).21 They typically feature monoolein and/or phytantriol lipids, though modification of the permeability and lattice
parameters of the heavily folded inner membranes has been
achieved by incorporation of lipids with alternative packing
parameters and other desired molecular properties.52–55
Although bicontinuous cubic phases can exist in bulk, these
are not suitable for most biomedical applications. Instead, an
amphiphilic polymer is often used to stabilise nano-scale
particle dispersions of these liquid crystalline mesophases,
incorporated either during lipid self-assembly or in a subsequent, post-assembly step. The inclusion of a stabilising
polymer is crucial in preventing the aggregation of cubosomal
particles and is expected to alter the dimensions of the interconnected aqueous channels, making a direct comparison with larger
cubic counterparts difficult.50 The presence of a polymeric corona
may also be advantageous, presenting a unique opportunity to
introduce functionality into these systems, overlapping cubosome
design with the rich field of synthetic polymer chemistry.50,56,57
Biological membranes have been observed to adopt inverse
bicontinuous cubic phases in vivo. They are thought to facilitate
important biological processes such as cell fusion, division,
endo/exocytosis and gas exchange in mammalian alveolar
tissue.21 Synthetically mimicking these membrane structures
to better understand their biological role falls in line with the
overarching goals of bottom-up synthetic biology. Like their
lamellar counterparts, engineered cubosomes are expected to
find use in the pharmaceutical industry as delivery vehicles,
their higher membrane surface area making them ideal structures for hydrophobic cargo transport and release.50,58–60 Some
work has gone into cubosomal formulations with encapsulated
gene-silencing RNA and other functional peptides, displaying
exceptionally well-controlled diffusion rates.61–63 Cubosomes
have been shown to provide a certain degree of in vivo protection
to biomolecules that would otherwise be sensitive to enzymatic
degradation, highly advantageous in the delivery of immunogenic therapeutics.62–64 Timely and impressive work from Sarkar
et al. used cubosomal particles for the delivery of genetic
material, attributing improved delivery efficiency to particle
topology.65 There is potential for enhancing site specificity by
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leveraging the polymeric corona, and some preliminary work has
gone into producing stimuli-responsive cubosomal particles for
environmentally triggered cargo release.66–69 Sonication represents the most widely used technique in cubosome formation. A
film of suitable lipid composition is generated, followed by
hydration in a suitable buffer medium containing a stabilising
polymer. The suspension is then homogenised via probe
sonication.50,70,71 Though the technique has proved effective in
reproducibly generating cubosomes of narrow size distributions,
probe sonication is known to have a deleterious effect on
biological material.72 As a result, alternative methods requiring
lower energy input have also been explored. The most prominent
of these has been solvent evaporation, whereby a volatile solvent
with solubilised lipids is emulsified in a suitable aqueous buffer.
Self-assembly into a cubosomal structure is initiated in a subsequent drying step.50,73 To the best of our knowledge, only one
microfluidic method harnessing this emulsification approach
exists, developed by Kim et al. Monoolein, DOTAP and a PEGylated stabiliser were dissolved in an ethanolic stream and
emulsified via chaotic mixing in an adjacent buffer stream along
a microfluidic channel with herringbone features (Fig. 4). After
generating 50 nm sized ethanol-in-water droplets, an off-chip
evaporation step promoted the gradual fusion of those droplets
followed by self-assembly into stable cubosomes ranging from
75 nm to 200 nm (bulk methods typically produce particles
between 200 nm and 500 nm with PDIs 40.1). They boast
polydispersity indices as low as 0.04, and preliminary results
indicate that size can be controlled by the lipid : polymer ratios
and flow rates used. They go on to demonstrate the successful
loading of siRNA into the cubosomal membrane in a secondary
off-chip step.63 Though a promising first attempt, the additional
and necessary off-chip preparations eliminate one of the key
advantages of microfluidic technologies: their potential for
streamlining a process, requiring minimum effort on the part
of the operator. The most widely used microfluidic method for

Fig. 4 Graphical illustration of the ethanol-in-water emulsifying microfluidic chip, designed by Kim et al. Herringbone features stimulate chaotic
mixing of the two streams. After a heating step at 65 1C, droplets fuse and
the monoolein lipids self-assemble to monodisperse cubosomes. Complexation of fully formed particles with gene silencing RNA was achieved.
Adapted with permission from Kim et al., ACS Nano, 2018, 12(9), 9196–
9205. Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society.63
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generating small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), microfluidic hydrodynamic focusing, has yet to be explored for its potential in
controllably generating cubosomes. A careful consideration of
other assembly routes may be necessary in designing a suitable
microfluidic platform.
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Hexosomes
Hexosomes represent another class of non-lamellar liquid crystalline nanostructure with potential as functional soft-matter
materials.74,75 Lipids capable of aggregating into surfaces with
suﬃciently negative mean curvature (H) are seen to spontaneously self-assemble into inverse hexagonal phases, generally
visualised as seven or more discrete tubular structures.21 As with
cubosomes, polymeric stabilisers are used to form a corona
around the hexagonal morphology of these particles, necessary
to prevent aggregation through Ostwald ripening. In fact, the
lipid systems used for hexosome formation are often the same as
those used for cubosomes, namely phytantriol and monoolein.
Preferential formation of the H|| phase occurs where there is
pronounced hydrophobic chain ‘‘splay’’, usually seen at elevated
temperatures, though transitions to H|| can be induced under
ambient temperatures through careful choice of stabilising polymer and adjustment of other environmental conditions.21,22,76
Biological examples of lipid assemblies adopting an inverse
hexagonal phase tend to be more elusive, though they have been
proposed as important intermediate structures in enzymatic
activity pathways and cell fusion events.77,78 Colloidal dispersions of hexosomes have potential use as delivery vehicles for
pharmaceutical agents and biomolecules. The discontinuous
nature of the closed aqueous channels in hexosomal membranes
is key, allowing the slow and sustained release of cargo.21,75,79,80
This property is particularly important for the delivery of hormonal and analgesic therapeutics. Triggered release mechanisms of hexosomes tend to involve controlled phase transitions,
stimulated by temperature changes and pH.21,81,82 Techniques
used in their formation mirror those used in cubosome assembly, including emulsification followed by solvent evaporation,

Fig. 5 Graphical representation of the microfluidic hydrodynamic focusing
chip used in hexosome generation developed by Yaghmur et al. The group
also coupled this method with small angle X-ray scattering analysis at
diﬀerent flow rate ratios, confirming the presence of secondary micellar
nanoobjects. Reproduced with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.84
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and lipid film hydration with a secondary probe sonication or
high shear homogenisation step.21,83 Interestingly, microfluidic
hydrodynamic flow focusing (MHF) has been used to successfully generate hexosomes of relatively narrow size distribution,
although only one example exists to date (Fig. 5). Yaghmur et al.
developed an MHF chip capable of hexosome synthesis, featuring a long serpentine channel to aid the mixing of the various
amphiphilic precursors (docosahexaenoic acid monoglyceride
and Pluronic F127).84 Unfortunately, the system did not achieve
the exceptional size control typical of an MHF regime, but this
will no doubt be addressed in future iterations.84 The very fact
that a complete ‘‘on-chip’’ synthesis was carried out with no
additional preparatory steps is significant. Despite MHF having
been predominantly used to generate SUVs, this work highlights
its potential to include alternative architectures and phases.
Multi-lamellar vesicles
Rather surprisingly, nano-sized multi-lamellar vesicles (MLVs)
have received limited attention for their potential use as soft
matter machines, hydrophobic drug delivery agents and
biomimetic artificial cells bearing architectural resemblance
to various cellular organelles.85–87 For clarity, it is worth
defining multi-lamellar vesicles as distinct from vesosomes,
the latter referring to larger membrane structures with several
smaller vesicular compartments encapsulated within.18 MLVs are
typically observed as ‘‘stacked’’ lamellar bilayers, occasionally
exhibiting sufficiently long-range order to give quasi-Bragg
peaks in small-angle X-ray scattering analysis.88,89 Deliberate
MLV generation is rare, researchers citing their undesirably low
core volume and stability, and a processing step (extrusion etc.)
is often included to remove these layered structures and ensure
the unilamellarity of produced vesicles.88 Large values for
spontaneous curvature (H0) and bending moduli, in addition
to weak inter-bilayer repulsive forces, are thought to provide a
thermodynamic explanation for preferential MLV formation at
equilibrium, and as such their formation is highly dependent
on the molecular properties of chosen amphiphiles.90,91 To the
best of our knowledge, no examples exist for the controlled
preparation of either nano-scale or micron-scale MLVs using
bulk methods. This is presumably due to the absence of control
one has over the exact number of bilayers present in generated
vesicles, understandably eliminating the possibility of designing
functional MLV particles and pursuing this architecture further.
Microfluidic methods may address this shortfall, allowing
enhanced control over the MLV self-assembly process, and
some promising steps have already been made. Giant multilamellar vesicles with asymmetric bilayers were generated using
a combination of droplet microfluidics and a Langmuir–
Blodgett-type layering approach (Fig. 6). Lipid-stabilised
water-in-oil droplets (B50 mm) were generated using a flow
focusing nozzle and captured in specialised traps on the same
PDMS chip. When the traps were satisfactorily occupied, a
second lipid-in-oil solution was introduced, followed by an
aqueous buffer wash that resulted in the self-assembly of
vesicles with asymmetric bilayers. The washing steps were
repeated, producing vesicles with an additional bilayer.92 This
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Fig. 6 Graphical representation of the microfluidic layer-by-layer
approach used to generate double bilayer vesicles. (a–h) Represent the
consecutive steps involved, where initial trapping of a lipid stabilised
droplet is followed by several washing steps, controlling the selfassembly process. Image taken from Matosevic et al., 2013, Nature
Chemistry.92

work represents the first successfully controlled MLV generation, and the group go on to highlight the importance of this
kind of assembly in mitochondrial protein function and other
in vivo processes.92 Though this method is unprecedented, the
scale at which they operate does limit its potential for generating
drug delivery vehicles and functional nanomaterials. However,
the stepwise introduction of subsequent bilayers could in theory
be re-integrated into an alternative microfluidic platform. The
various mixing regimes possible within modified MHF chips
could be a likely route toward nano-MLV synthesis and have
been utilised in a recent paper by Ghazal et al. The group
produce nano-scale (B160 nm) MLVs using a phytantriol
glyceryl dioleate-PEG12, with low dispersity values, by including
a long serpentine channel. They successfully couple this
production with small-angle X-ray scattering analysis to gain
an insight into the mechanism of formation.93 Though a
promising first step, there is limited control over the size of
MLVs produced (characteristic of MHF) and each bilayer is
presumably composed of the same lipid/polymer mixture.
Nanodiscs
Nanodiscs, particles consisting of a small circular region of a
lipid bilayer surrounded by an amphiphilic a-helical membrane
scaﬀold protein (MSP), have been particularly useful in the
study of membrane protein structure and function. They hold
significant advantages over liposomal scaﬀolds in that the lipid
environment they provide is often more biologically relevant.
Normal protein function is conserved in these scaﬀolds and by
changing the MSP length and lipid composition, these particles
have been used to incorporate a wide range of membrane
proteins with diverse functionality.94,95 Widening the lipid
bilayer has allowed the study of multiple proteins immobilised
on one nanodisc. These larger particles have significant
implications for structural biology, as laid out in a recent review
by Padmanabha Das et al.96 They are generated by mixing
membrane proteins and lipids, both solubilised in detergent,
with an MSP of defined length, followed by detergent removal
using a suitable resin. Some work has gone into directly
extracting membrane proteins from cells using amphiphilic
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copolymers (typically styrene maleic acid and derivatives). The
polymer acts as an alternative to an MSP, and the native lipid
environment is preserved. This is especially useful where
scaﬀold proteins and/or solubilising detergents are thought
to adversely aﬀect the membrane protein of interest.97,98 In
addition to this, the incorporation of a synthetic component
into these assemblies opens the possibility for nanodisc
functionalisation.
Such research is often limited by the need for extensive
optimisation of the conditions for self-assembly, necessary to
best preserve protein structure and function but often timeconsuming and expensive.94,99,100 This problem lends itself to
adopting a microfluidic approach, as highlighted in recent
work by Wade et al. (Fig. 7).100 They present a PDMS chip
capable of nanodisc formation and purification. They benefit
from the improved mass-transport and mixing characteristic of
microfluidic flow regimes, and the inherent eﬃciency associated with the miniaturisation of a process. Lipids, MSPs and
the membrane proteins of interest are fed into a chamber
containing an immobilised detergent removal resin, then into
a purification chamber with an Ni-NTA resin. They use UV-vis
analysis to show the successful incorporation of Cytochrome
P450 into nanodiscs as a proof of concept, acknowledging that
much of the optimisation for this protein has already been
accomplished. They propose the use of this platform in
future optimisation studies, emphasising the potential for
parallel nanodisc formation over a range of component
concentrations.100
As far as we are aware this is the only published example of
a microfluidic platform capable of nanodisc generation.
However, some microfluidic methods have been used to
manipulate pre-formed nanodiscs to study various biophysical
phenomena. An interesting lipid grafting technique was
developed by Goluch et al. for the study of the eﬀect of lipid
composition on protein incorporation into a bilayer. Nanodiscs
of varied composition were layered onto a glass slide via PDMS
channels, and a fluorescently labelled annexin protein was
layered on top in a criss-cross pattern.101 The formation

Fig. 7 Graphical representation of the microfluidic chips used in the
formation (A) and purification (B) of lipid nanodiscs. The group show the
facile connection of both modules to generate a bifunctional chip.
Reproduced with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.100
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mechanism of copolymer stabilised nanodiscs was probed in a
recent paper by Azouz et al., who reconfigure a microfluidic
device used for the diﬀusional sizing of proteins.102 Their work
provides an insight into the solubilisation process of lipid
bilayers from large unilamellar vesicles by amphiphilic copolymers, which may be useful in the future design of such
nano-assemblies.
Polymersomes
Polymersomes can be thought of as wholly synthetic alternatives
to lipidic vesicles, formed by the self-assembly of amphiphilic
block copolymers in a suitable aqueous medium.23 These structures have been used as bio-inspired nanomachines, where a
loss of the inherent biocompatibility of lipid systems can be
tolerated.23,104,105 Though widely varied, structures tend to have
much larger membrane thicknesses (5–50 nm), bending rigidity
values (k values between 35–400 kBT) and an overall improved
stability compared to their lipid counterparts.23 The synthetic
origins of polymersomes also allow for greater functional diversity making them attractive targets in drug delivery research and
nanoengineering. Aligning with advances in synthetic polymer
chemistry (RAFT, ATRP etc.), polymersomes responsive to light,
heat, magnetism and pH have been produced.23,106–109 Though
spherical bilayers are the most common, other unusual polymer
assemblies have been observed, including worm-like structures,
‘‘patchy’’ or ‘‘multiple surface-domain’’ vesicles and ‘‘raspberry’’like polymersomes.23,110,111 As with lipids, the molecular properties and resulting packing parameters of polymers in aqueous
media determine the phase produced, in addition to the
environmental conditions under which self-assembly takes place
(temperature, pressure, salt concentration, solvent etc.).23
Current bulk assembly methods used to produce nano-scale
polymersomes are like those seen for lipid SUV formation,
including rehydration of dried polymer films followed by extrusion, shear mixing and probe sonication techniques.23,112–114
Some effort has gone into microfluidic polymersome generation
at the mm scale, most notably droplet-templated methods that
rely on an off-chip solvent evaporation step to induce selfassembly.115,116 However, as with lipid systems, droplet microfluidic production methods are not so easily transferred to the
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nano-scale. Continuous flow microfluidics have been used
instead, specifically hydrodynamic focusing regimes. A standard
MHF chip with micro-mixing features was used by Albuquerque
et al. for the synthesis of pH-responsive nano polymersomes
(Fig. 8), demonstrating the superb control (via flow rate ratio
adjustment) over vesicle diameter characteristic of the
method.103 In an interesting paper by Brown et al. the same
tapered flow regime was manipulated to generate a controlled
pH gradient in a microfluidic channel, triggering the selfassembly of the pH-sensitive polymer poly(2-(methacryloyloxy)
ethyl phosphorylcholine)–poly(2-(diisopropylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (PMPC-b-PDPA) into polymersomes between 75 nm and
275 nm with PDI values of B0.1.117 The method relies on
diffusive mixing of protons but differs from MHF in that there
is poor size control and both streams are aqueous, avoiding the
need for potentially bio-incompatible organic solvents (EtOH,
MeCN etc.). Regardless, it is an interesting proof-of-concept, and
future designs may address this reduced controllability.117
Relatively little attention (compared to liposomes) has been given
to the specific design of microfluidic platforms for nano-scale
polymersome generation. Based on existing examples however, it
is reasonable to suggest that well established, lipid-focused
designs may be successfully repurposed for polymer vesicles with
some minor alterations, and due consideration of polymer size,
degrees of molecular freedom and diffusive properties.
Polymer/lipid hybrids are an emerging class of membranous
nanostructure that seek to retain the advantages of both
amphiphile class – the versatility and functionality of polymers
coupled with the nature mimicking biocompatibility of
lipids.23,118 Recent applications include viral tracking and
specialised drug delivery.25,119,120 However, there are issues
associated with their preparation; achieving reproducibility is
often an onerous task and phase separation between polymeric
and lipidic components can be difficult to both predict and
prevent.23,118 It is therefore expected that adopting microfluidic
approach to hybrid vesicle generation will propel the field
considerably, though as far as we are aware no examples
currently exist in the literature. As has been mentioned, MHF
provides considerable control over amphiphile composition,
concentration, and the self-assembly process itself, and future
iterations may look to include these nano assemblies.
Virus-like particles

Fig. 8 Optical microscopy images of the microfluidic chip, with a simple
cross-flow junction and mixing chambers (left, red arrows indicating the
direction of flow), used in the self-assembly of pH responsive polymersomes
(right, TEM image), adapted with permission from Albuquerque et al., Langmuir,
2019, 35, 25, 8363–8372. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.103
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Virus-like particles (VLPs) consist of self-assembled, repeating
protein subunits, often termed ‘‘coat proteins’’ or capsid
proteins (CPs), that structurally mimic viruses, and are typically
produced via modified gene expression in recombinant
organisms.121,122 They have been shown to enhance and
broaden immunological response when compared to singular
protein/peptide immunotherapies; densely packed CPs can
present multiple antigenic peptides not necessarily derived
from the parent virus.123–125 This is particularly pertinent
nowadays with the emergence of rapidly mutating viral
strains.124,125 Their potential for use as ‘‘multi-valent vaccines’’
is highlighted in a recent publication from Garg et al., who
present a VLP effective against Chikungunya, Japanese
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a surface functionalisation time of only 6 minutes compared to
the 18 hours usually required to saturate an impedance sensor,
attributing this to the local VLP concentration increase present
after evaporation-capillary flow cycles.128 This is an impressive
manipulation of microfluidic capillary action that displays the
biosensing capability of VLPs, and will no doubt inspire future
iterations of label-free biosensors.

Fig. 9 Graphical depiction of the (a) self-automated capillary-flow microfluidic chip, coupled with an interdigitated electrode for impedance
measurements, (b) electrode deposition and functionalisation with
Tobacco Mosaic VLPs via evaporation and (c) anti-FLAG IgG sensing.
Reprinted with permission from Zang et al., ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces,
2017, 9, 8471–8479. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.128

Encephalitis, Yellow Fever and Zika Virus.126 Beyond vaccinology,
they are beginning to find use in point-of-care diagnostic
research and biosensing,127,128 as novel delivery vehicles for
small molecule drugs and gene therapies,129–131 and as biomimetic particles that could deepen our understanding of
virus-cell interactions.132,133 Despite this range, research incorporating microfluidic techniques into the production and
manipulation of VLPs is limited. This presents an exciting
new opportunity given the benefits associated with the miniaturisation of a process, as regards cost-of-goods and reaction
kinetics. One could envisage rapid, high throughput VLP
separation, analysis, and screening on a single microfluidic
platform. VLPs are successfully coupled with microfluidics in a
device designed by Zang et al., where Tobacco Mosaic VLPs
were immobilised on open microfluidic channel via gold–thiol
(cysteine residue) interactions.128 VLPs were generated off-chip
in recombinant E. coli, purified and fed into the device shown
in Fig. 9 at low concentrations (0.2–4 mg ml1). Evenly coated
surfaces were achieved passively via a capillary flow and
evaporation mechanism. Each CP was genetically modified to
present a FLAG-tag receptor peptide, commonly used in antibody sensing, here used to detect anti-FLAG IgG. Changes in
impedance over an interdigitated Au electrode were measured
as a function of target molecule (antibody) concentration
(ng ml1), and a linear relationship was observed.128 They boast

Future perspectives and concluding
comments
Some interesting examples of microfluidic methods used in the
controlled assembly of compositionally diverse/higher-order
bio-inspired nanostructures have been presented, though the
field is very much in its infancy. A growing appreciation for the
potential applications of these structures as functional nanomaterials is expected to coincide with the emergence of new
microfluidic methods.
The use of these structures in biosensing has also been
explored, and future optimisations and iterations could well see
their use as novel, point-of-care diagnostic tools. The microfluidic assembly of solid/inorganic nanoparticles has been
extensively reviewed elsewhere. Of note is a recent publication
by Zhao et al., who outline existing platforms and give an
exhaustive account of continuous flow microfluidic chip
design.19 The process of particle assembly in these devices
tends to follow similar principles to those of MHF. A route
toward enhancing the complexity of biomimetic nanoassemblies may be to take inspiration from these existing
designs. Chips capable of accurately tuning environmental
conditions like temperature134 and salt concentration135,136
have already been optimised, and could well be re-engineered
to controllably induce lipid/polymer-based nano-assembly
phase changes, without any external preparatory steps.
As has been discussed, non-lamellar liquid crystalline nanoparticles (hexosomes and cubosomes) are likely to represent the
next generation of functional drug delivery vehicles. Establishing
robust microfluidic generation platforms could accelerate
their incorporation into pharmaceutical formulations. The scalability of these microfluidic platforms will also determine their
future in industry. Proof-of-concept research has benefited from

Table 1 Summary of biomimetic nanoassemblies covered along with their existing examples of microfluidic technologies concerned with their
generation and/or application

Structure

Uses

Cubosomes

Drug delivery, protein crystallography,
nanomachines, biophysical studies
Hexosomes
Biophysical studies, drug delivery, nanomachines,
gene delivery
Multi-lamellar vesicles
Biophysical studies, (potentially) site-specific drug
delivery and nanomachines
Nanodiscs
Membrane protein extraction and analysis
Polymersomes & hybrid vesicles Functional and responsive nanomaterials, drug
delivery
Virus-like particles
Vaccinology, immunotherapeutic delivery,
antigen-directed drug delivery
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Microfluidic method

Ref. no.

Micro-emulsification & solvent evaporation

63

Microfluidic hydrodynamic focusing (MHF)
with long serpentine channel
MHF (nano-scale); Langmuir–Blodgett type
approach (microscale)
Micro-mixing
Microfluidic Hydrodynamic Focusing (MHF),
microfluidic pH gradient
No generation method; used as biosensor in
microfluidic chip

84
92 and 93
100
103 and 117
128
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photoresist soft lithography and is to date the most prolific
microfabrication method. The process is time-consuming however, and requires significant operator training, making it an
unlikely candidate for mass-scale production. The field may look
to 3D printing techniques as an alternative. A highly automated
fabrication process, 3D printing eﬀectively eliminates human
error and would assure the compliance of these devices with
industrial standards. A review by Weisgrab et al. has excellently
summarised recent advances in 3D microfabrication
methods.137 Alongside scalability, microfluidic chip features
capable of generating complex flow regimes, actuation and
sensing can be more easily introduced.137,138
As discussed by Carugo et al., an extensive study of the
encapsulation eﬃciency of nano-assemblies produced by MHF
has yet to be carried out.31 This is an essential step for the
comprehensive characterisation of the technique. The necessary separation of these particles from unencapsulated material
will also require attention. Current methods including dialysis
and size-exclusion chromatography take place oﬀ-chip, and
detract from the streamlined, ease-of-operation so integral
to microfluidic technologies. We expect future technologies
will take inspiration from existing microfluidic methods for
nanoparticle purification. In an interesting article by Hood
et al., microfluidic channels capable of dialysis/solvent
exchange were introduced downstream of a standard
MHF junction, allowing ‘‘on-chip’’ purification of loaded
liposomes.139
The problems facing the microfluidic assembly of biomimetic
nano-assemblies are by no means insurmountable. The structures are rooted in a field of research that is inherently interdisciplinary and collaborative. Though current literature
examples (summarised in Table 1) are limited, we expect these
higher-order bioinspired particles to be at the centre of many
future research eﬀorts.
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